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Lecture 4  The Revolutions of 1848 - The Middle Classes 
 

Alexis de Tocqueville (1805-1859) wrote “the modern history of mankind consists of the never-ending 

quest for equality”. Indeed, inequality in the modern era requires pseudo-scientific justification: racism, 

sexism; or political and economic justifications (order; the market). The main point is inequality is no 

longer its own justification. Now it so happens that the revolutions of 1848-1851 are a major step in the 

questioning of inequality. Because these revolutions were, by and large, failures, they did not actually 

break down the barriers to equality.   
 

1. The Revolutions of 1848 
A. Main characteristics of the 1848 revolutions ( “1848” in short) 

1. At first glance appear to be one, large, pan-European revolution 

2. Leave relatively liberal regimes (Great Britain, Belgium) untouched as well as 

“backward” ones (Russia, Spain) 

a.) Places where the middle class was either reasonably content or too few in 

number 

3. The different dimensions of 1848: liberal, social, national 

4. Causes for 1848 revolutions - famine, economic downturn, ideological discontent, 

lack of confidence in sitting regimes. 

B. Lack of revolutionary Consensus 
  1. Clashes among competing interests prevent successful revolutions 

a.) Class conflicts, competing national interests, dissent among liberals (Does 

“progress” mean order, or liberty?) 

2. Establishments allowed to re-group  



C. Continental Crises 
1. France 

a.) Parliamentary opposition launches protest movements against July 

Monarchy (February 1848) 

b.) Citizens of Paris lead revolt 

c.) King Louis Philippe abdicates quickly 

d.) Provisional government includes liberals and socialists 

e.) Second Republic endures three years; Louis Napoleon stages coup d’etat in 

1851 

2. Hapsburg Empire - Hungary 

a.) Magyar nationalist Lajos Kossuth calls for liberal government (March 3) 

i.) Twelve Points 

b.) Hungarian Diet passes liberal legislation (March 15-31) 

c.) Croatia demands separation from Hungary 

d.) Vienna concedes tax levy and military autonomy 

e.) Vienna recants its acceptance of 12 Points; seeks to re-establish authority 

with puppet government 

f.) Hapsburg forces joined by Russian military to quell Hungary 

3. Hapsburg Empire - Austria 

a.) On 13 March, after hearing Hungarian nationalist Kossuth, Viennese 

students mobilize; Austrian National Guard joins protest 

b.) Clemens con Metternich resigns (March 13) 

c.) Students, workers and guardsmen demand universal suffrage; Emperor and 

family flee to Innsbruck; protestors take control of Vienna 

d.) Emperor accedes to Austrian constitution (April 25) 

e.) Viennese demonstrators demand democracy (May 15) 

f.) After Battle of Prater (23 August), Viennese democrats make last ditch 

attempt at revolution 

g.) Emperor leaves Vienna; threatens reprisals 

h.) Franz Ferdinand abdicates in favor of nephew Franz Joseph; government 

repudiates assembly 

4. Hapsburg Empire - Bohemia 



a.) Hofburg Diet obliges a Bohemian constitutional assembly led by Franz 

Freiherr von Pillersdorf.; mirror Hungarian demands 

b.) Pan-Slavic Congress in Prague declares solidarity of all Slavic peoples 

c.) Wife of Austrian military commander murdered; he takes dictatorial control 

of Prague; Slav gains rolled back 

5. Hapsburg Empire - Italy 

a.) In Milan, republicans demonstrate; Austrian General Radetzky marches on 

Milan; rebuffed 

b.) On 22 March, Venice declares a republic 

c.) Pope Pius IX  indicates he will not send troops to Milan to fight against 

another Catholic nation 

d.) Reinforced, Radetzky’s troops retake Hapsburg territory, including Milan 

e.) Popular uprisings quashed in Tuscany and Bologna 

f.) Piedmont renounces truce with Austria and enters Lombardy 

g.) At Battle of Novarra Austrians triumph; Charles Albert abdicates Piedmont 

throne in favor of Victor Emmanuel 

6. Italy 

a.) Election in June 1846, of initially liberal Pope Pius IX encourages Italian 

liberals 

b.) Italians press to organize a civic guard; Charles Albert of Piedmonts accedes 

to liberal citizens 

c.) Second week of 1848, Palermo, Sicily rises against Neapolitan rule; official 

troops retake Naples 

d.) Pope indicates support for a constituent assembly; flees for safety of 

Neapolitan territory 

e.) In January 1849, Roman assembly declares a republic to supersede papal 

authority; Pius IX appeals for aid from Catholic countries 

f.) In April, in response to Pope’s plea, 10,000 French troops arrive on Italian 

coast; they march unimpeded to Rome; French lay siege to Eternal City 

7. German States 

a.) In March 1848, industrial and agricultural unrest unfolds; Southern Germany 

inspired by news from France 

b.) Groundwork laid for first transnational German congress 



c.) Prussia at first unfazed by revolt; King Friedrick Wilhelm promises to call 

Prussian Landtag  

d.) Prussia and Austria hostile to Frankfurt Parliament; it chooses liberal over 

radical agenda 

e.) Prussian National Assembly and king at odds as to roles; Landtag sees itself 

as constituent assembly; king sees them as consultative on new constitution; 

dissolved on 5 December; constitution undermined  

f.) Reassertion of royal power in Prussia sends signal to other German states to 

dismiss liberal ministers  

g.) Frankfurt Parliament offers Friederick Wilhelm throne of united German; he 

refuses; Assembly disperses 

D. The legacy of 1848 
1. End of Romantic rebellion 

2. Generalized class suspicion 

3. Public opinion as a force 

 

2. “Triumph” of the Middle Classes? 
E. The World after Failed Revolutions 

1. Seemingly no alternative to world created by Industrial Revolution 

2. Generalized class suspicion 

3. Public opinion as a force 

4. The working class has to sink or swim 

5. The triumph of the middle class (with its ideology of self-reliance, individual 

endeavor, respectability) 

6. Even for the middle class it is an Unforgiving World 

F. Madame Bovary, Gustave Flaubert (1856) 
1. A woman who breaks the unwritten rules of the middle class (who wants a reckless, 

“romantic” life), and in so doing ruins her family and herself. A novel of - among 

other things - social mobility: some go up, many go down. 

2. For middle-class men and women, the knowledge that their position was never 

secure created enormous tensions 



3. The new emphasis on the “bottom line” made for a (world that was considerably 

more dour, more grim and harsh than the old one, e.g. changes in clothing styles: 

clothing now simply expresses money, not other forms of social ordering (religion, 

region, profession) 

4. Prince Albert of Britain and Karl Marx, the red revolutionary, dress exactly the same. 
 

 


